Gibraltar FA Maths Board Game

Instructions:
The aim of the game is to travel from the boot to the trophy,
moving from circle to circle.
Role a dice and if you land on a football, another player has to
take a question card and ask you the question.
If you answer correctly, you can choose to move yourself one
space ahead or move another player one space back.
The first player to reach the trophy is the winner!

Use counters you already
have or carefully cut these
ones out.

Which shirt has an odd
number on it?
5

2

6

Anna, Alice, Ryan, Lyla and
Luca want to play football.
How many players are there?

8

Thomas is going to the
Victoria Stadium to watch a
match. He has £10 and buys a
scarf for £5.
How much money does he
have left?

Which number goes next in
this sequence?
4

Alex’s football match starts at
this time, what time is it?

8

There’s 11 players on the
football pitch and 7 more on
the substitutes bench,
How many players does the
team have in total?

Aidan’s team has 6 players and
Sienna’s team has 5 players.

Today is Friday and Scarlett’s
football match is tomorrow.

How many players are there in
total?

What day is the match on?

Which shirt has an even
number on it?
7

9

4

Oliver is going to the Victoria
Stadium to watch a match. He
buys a scarf for £5 and a drink
for £2.
How much money has he
spent?

Dayle is a goalkeeper. In a
match he saves half of the 20
shots against him.

Roxy’s football match is 20
minutes long.

Coach Chris has 6 blue bibs, 5
orange bibs and 3 pink bibs.

How long is half of the match?

How many bibs does he have
in total?

Emilia’s football match is an
hour long.

Liam’s football match starts at
this time and is an hour long.
What time does it finish?

How many shots did he save?

8 friends are playing football
but half of them have to go
home.
How many players are left?

How many minutes are in an
hour?

Which shirt has an even
number on it?
20

17

11

Emily played 2 football
matches and scored 3 goals in
each.

In a football match, Theo
scored 1 goal, Bella scored 2
goals and Julian scored 3.
How many goals did they
score in total?

Noah’s football match starts at
3 o’clock but he is 15 minutes
late.
What time does he get to the
match?

Coach Paula usually has 20
cones but 3 are missing.
How many cones does she
have left?

During the football season
Sofia’s football match is half Today is Wednesday and Jake’s
Charlotte scored 30 goals,
an hour long.
football training was
Jamie scored 46 goals and Jack
yesterday.
scored 24 goals.
How many minutes long is the
How many goals did she score
match?
What day was his training
in total?
Who scored the most goals?
session?

